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Company Summary

Hip Hop For Humanity (HHFH) is a private organization founded by Platinum-selling
music producer TaharQa Aleem.  As a recognized registrant in the United Nations
Global Compact, HHFH has several initiatives aligned with the UN Development Goals.
These initiatives focus on Mentorship, Sustainable Development through
entrepreneurship (Economics), Health (Wellness) and Education.  It is the Hip Hop for
Humanity mission to achieve optimal results by offering sustainable solutions
domestically and globally.

The Boajibu Project

Hip Hop for Humanity has acquired the rights to a 24 square mile/ 62.1 square kilometer
region of Boajibu, Eastern Province, Sierra Leone in the upper Sewa River region known
for diamonds and other precious minerals and resources.

We have created several sustainable development projects that are long term, and with a
goal to provide meaningful returns to the indigenous (local) people, communities, current
and future partners and Hip Hop for Humanity. We are seeking partners for the next stage
development of these rights and resources.

Using Market Historical Trial Sampling Sales, the following hypothesis/assumptions
have been made:
Assumptions: Similar productivity for “off take”:  6,600 carats for sale (before larger
scale operations and production).

Number of Carats Price Per Carat
(USD)

Offtake Example Trial Period

6,600 $156.00 $1,029,600.00
6,600 $302.00 $1,993,200.00
6,600 $440.00 $2,904,000.00

Sierra Leone: post 2006 -2016 results have demonstrated quality increases:
Diamond: Gem Quality - 60% - 80%

Industrial quality - 40% - 20%
Source: Kimberley Process Certification Scheme
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Rare Earth Metal Values: Historical references before factoring current market demand:

2010 –2011: Rare earth metal values increase
June, 2010: $3,395.00 per ton of black sand
January, 2011: $8,421.00 per ton of black sand

What is On-Offer: Partnering

Example of Terms with Hip Hop for Humanity for a proposed Joint Venture

Each Venture and Venture affiliation will be concluded and executed on a case-by-case
negotiated arrangement. HHFH is pleased to provide examples of arrangements we are
open to consider:

 Staged earn-in by partner / negotiated benefits off-flow from project
o Role:  fund further development costs and expenditures.

 HHFH to be paid an initial venture sign-in fee, with use of funds to include
reimbursements on early development stage expenditures, and support additional
management fees;  other uses include such items as payments for next stage local
investment, local cooperative development, managing the project during phases of
work, professional retainers, and coordinating with government and agencies.

 Partner and HHFH to receive negotiated percentages of gross revenues from next
stage trial mining

 Partner can negotiate off-take rights on goods exported during the partner- earn-
in process.

 Partner recognizes HHFH retention of earn-back / payout incentive, with
applicable returns to Partner with HHFH increasing its stake.

 Licenses and entitlements committed to project.
 Royalty stream to funding partner during initial phase until earn-out/earn-back.
 Exploration area grant by HHFH for venture to be determined at time of JVA.
 Sales through trial mining.
 Government recognized activities and region, with historical references, and lands

and rivers which are demonstrated as capable of producing economic quantities of
Diamonds and Gold.

 PURPOSE: HHFH is seeking to secure committed sustainable and socially
conscious partners.
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We are seeking socially responsible, and conscious candidates

In today’s world, nearly every mining company establishes and abides by standards or
policies that call for decent behavior and respecting the interests of the region and its
people. In most cases, general living circumstances and conditions are being improved,
providing jobs and income, better housing, health and schooling facilities and highly
improved working circumstances.

Our approach to sustainable development is to embrace growing interest from
governments and agencies for share interests [aka indigenization), royalties, permit costs,
and taxes. It is a consequence of historical developments, which in most cases are not
unrealistic. We do believe there is a spirit and environment of cooperation between
companies and governments based on mutual respect and trust, and that agreements are
reached to the benefit of parties concerned.

Advantages of Partnering with Hip Hop for Humanity as expressed by
the founder, TaharQa Aleem

HHFH believe we bring several advantages to this business. First, we have roots and
partners in – country in Sierra Leone.  Second, we are aligned with the local chiefdom,
and, importantly, local artisanal miners; as to the local miners, they can gain support on
the recovery of their discovered gold and diamonds; third, for our Group and Company,
having the exploration phase determined, we gain the opportunity to continue operations
in already Government recognized activities and region, with historical references, and
lands and rivers which are demonstrated as capable of producing economic quantities of
Diamonds and Gold.   We believe these factors, among many, enable our group of
companies to enter into more immediate and sustainable cash flow as our efforts mature.

“We believe that we have personal and established business relations.  Our relationships
enable or allow us to be profitable sooner as we move going forward. This achievement I
believe will reward our local communities, our local partners, the Government, and our
business model towards achieving greater operating strategy, and long-term
sustainability. “ - TaharQa Aleem.
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Summary

While HHFH is not a large company, the work HHFH is pursuing in Sierra Leone will
impact positively.

HHFH sees an ability to invest 1% of its income revenue into local and community
development. We have a full business plan available on request. We are very passionate
about our organization and we would invite any interested angel investors to contact us
now to discuss this investment proposal further.

For further information, please contact us at:  contactus@hhfhglobal.org


